ABSTRACT Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have made remarkable success in image generations. However, how to deal with the multi-domain particular scenes generation, which converts specific object images to different reasonable scene domians, is still an open problem. In this paper, we propose a multi-domain particular scene generation model named PSceneGAN (Particular Scene Generative Adversarial Nets) that is a novel dual-condition GAN. PSceneGAN is the first model to achieve one-to-many specific scene generation under the guidance of semantics using only one model. In addititon, we collect and label a novel high-quality clothing data set named DRESS and use it to verify our PSceneGAN through a challenging task. The results show that PSceneGAN not only accurately generates corresponding reasonable scene images according to input scene and semantic descriptions, but also achieves desired results in quantitative and qualitative evaluation, among which frechet inception distance (FID) and inception score (IS) are 25.40 and 36.24, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
The task of generating a particular scene is to convert an object image to a specific reasonable scene domian. For example, it is able to synthesize a dressed person from a clothing or generate a reasonable interior layout that contains the furniture from a furniture. Human beings can imagine and create different scenes, while it is quite difficult for computers. With many remarkable achievements having been made in the field of computer vision (e.g., [1] - [4] ), it has been implemented to generate artistic images from text and to translate images from one style domain to another [5] , [6] . However, it still has no ability to generate multiple reasonable scene domains for a given input image under semantic control. To this end, the network needs to extract and reconstruct the features of input images and makes the semantics correspond with the target scene so that input images are mapped to the target scene under the semantics control. The image feature extraction could applies convolutional neural
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Quan Zou. networks (CNN) [7] . Meantime, specific scene generation has experienced significant improvements following the introduction of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [8] .
GANs have proven hugely successful for various computer vision appications. GANs generate digits [8] , faces [7] , chairs [9] and room interiors [7] , which generate images that are the same as the train dataset. Another interesting application is the style transfer of image, where a system receives some input image and transforms it into an output image [5] , [10] , [11] , all they do is to combine the content of one image with the style of another image, which essentially does not change the content of the input image. Many recent related works have shown that corresponding images can be generated using semantic control [12] , [13] , while they generate matching images directly from the text description. It is difficult for the existing methods to solve the generation of particular scenes.
In this paper, we propose a dual-conditional generative adversarial network for generating multi-domain particular scenario named PSceneGAN, which is a conditional generative adversarial network [14] and generates multiple target VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ scene domains by semantic tags. Instead of learning a fixed map, PSceneGAN takes images and target information as input and learns the correspondences between image features and semantics. It uses the learned mappings to generate different scenes. In this paper, we use one-hot labels to represent different domain information. In the training process, target domain labels correspond to the target images, so that the model is trained to convert the input image into the target domain flexibly. By doing so, we can control the domain labels through semantics and generate the input to any desired scenes during the testing phase. Our contributions are as follows.
1. We propose a novel two-condition generative adversarial network PSceneGAN to generate a specific scenario. It uses semantic tags and target scenes as conditions to generate multiple scenes for an input image, which effectively implements semantic control for the image generation.
2. We employ the regularization of spectral normalization in both generator and discriminator of PSceneGAN to stabilize training process and generate high-quality images.
3. We present a data set DRESS containing a large number of corresponding scene images and tags, which includes dresses, models and attribute labels.
II. RELATED WORK
Generative adversarial networks aim to model the natural image distribution by forcing the generated samples to be indistinguishable from natural images. GANs have achieved impressive results in various tasks such as high-quality image generation [7] , [15] - [17] , object detection [18] , image translation [5] , [10] , image super-resolution [19] , and representation learning [20] , face image synthesis [21] - [23] .
An original GAN model consists of two modules: a generator and a discriminator. They train in a adversarial way. In the process, the discriminator module learns to distinguish whether a sample is from the generated samples or the real samples. While the generator module learns to generate fake samples that are confuse the discriminator. Inspired by the original GAN, our approach also uses the adversarial loss to make the generated scenes as realistic as possible.
Conditional GANs have been applied in many ways. Prior works have provided the GANs with class information to generate samples conditioned on the class [14] , [24] . Furthermore, Conditional GANs use text, discrete labels and target images as conditions. For example, some works can generate designated images owing to a given text description [12] , [13] , future time series prediction, domain transfer [10] , [25] and so on. In this paper, we propose a conditional GAN framework that can generate the particular scenes with various target domains, by using target scenes and relevant description.
Our work is also similar to domain transfer, it also called style transfer, whose goal is to translate an input image from one domain to another domain. Domain transfer has achieved impressive successes in computer vision [5] , [10] . For example, the pix2pix models learn the mappings between the input images and targets, which requires paired data samples, and it uses L1 loss, which can lead the output images blurred. In order to capture perceptual differences between target images and output images, these papers have been applied the strategy of perceptual loss functions [26] , [27] . To overcome the problem of obtaining data pairs, unpaired image-to-image translation frameworks have been proposed. CycleGAN [5] and DiscoGAN [10] preserve key attributes between the input and the translated image by utilizing a cycle consistency loss. All these methods produce high-quality results, however they can only learn the mappings between two different domains. However these frameworks cannot translate the input images to multiple domains since they have only one target domain. Unlike the above existing works, our model can learn the relations among multiple domains using only a single model because we use labels to mark the target scenes.
Automatic scenes generation research has been rapidly growing with deep networks getting more and more expressive. In the recent years, the expressive power of scene generators has also been enhanced by introducing several forms of conditioning variables such as object names, bounding box and described sentences. For example, the article [28] proposes a CGAN architecture that takes its strength from the semantic layout and scene attributes integrated as conditioning variables, it shows that architecture is able to generate realistic, outdoor scene images under different conditions, e.g. day-night, sunny-foggy, with clear object boundaries. However, it is a reorganization of the existing scenes and cannot generate the corresponding scene from the input image.
III. PSCENEGAN
PSceneGAN is based on a dual conditional GAN which has two conditions. One is the label and the other is the target image. The overall working process of the model is shown in Fig1. The goal of the generator is to generate a specific scene that is indistinguishable from the real scene. In this paper, the generator learns mappings between the multi-domain specific semantic labels and target images of the conditional domain, and learns the same semantics through other common potential vectors. Then it uses the learned mapping to generate a scene for the semantic description. Specifically, the semantic label which describes the desired scene and the target domain image that instructs the generation are copied and concatenated with the original input images. They are inputted to the generator. The generator reconstructs a new scene from the input image which is a specific scene described by the semantic labels.
A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
As shown in Fig 1, PSceneGAN contains a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). The goal of PSceneGAN is to train a particular scene generation network to learn mappings between multiple domain labels and target domains. For this purpose, G simulates the target domain y which described by the label 1 and generates a scene image from the original input image x, specifically, y and the 1 are both the conditional variables of the CGAN. To learn the mappings between semantics and images accurately, each input image has a pair of target domain scenes image y which was described by label l. While D tries to distinguish between the real scene and the generated scene, and G tries to fool D. In addition, G generates a probability distribution over the input image and the domain label.
In detail, G accepts a condition, the input is original scene images, semantic tags that describes the desired scene is input to G as a conditional variable. In addition, the target scene corresponding to the tags is input to D as the other condition to learn mappings of semantics and image features. Since data training in multiple domains, the generator can learn mappings between all available domains. The input of D includes input image, generated scene and target scene image. Unlike the conventional discriminator, which only judges the input image is true or false, while our discriminator also learns semantic labels of the target scene.
The discriminator which is a binary classifier aims to distinguish the real scene image and the generated one. In this paper, the fake scene image generated by the generator and the target scene image input as the condition are concatenated with the original input scene image and are input to the discriminator. The back propagation (BP) algorithm is used in discriminator whose output results feed back to the generator to guide the generator to generate a more realistic image. At the same time, the discrimination ability of discriminator is also improved. The PSceneGAN will continue to train until the discriminator cannot distinguish the scene generated by the generator and the real scene image, and the whole network achieves the Nash equilibrium.
B. GENERATOR
Our generator network consists a context encoder and a decoder. Since the input and output of PSceneGAN both contain images, and the input image is a part of the output image, the structure of the encoder and decoder cannot only pass a lot of information, however also extract the characteristics of the image [17] , [29] . In addition, we added the connection at corresponding layers between encoder and decoder shown as Fig 2, so that the encoded information is used as the input of the decoder directly which can share more information. The goal of encoder is to extract scene features in the input image and corresponding semantics. Selecting the encoder as a part of generator is not only we need to extract fine features and semantics to form a correspondence, but also to generate new one based on the input image. In the scenario, the encoder which only performs convolution operations without pooling can extract more features than a general convolutional neural network.
The operation of decoder is opposite to the encoder which performs up-sampling on each layer. Our model has n layers which n is 16, and the output of the i th layer of the encoder is not only passed to the (i + 1) th , but also passed to the (n − i) th layer where the decoder is located. The j th layer of decoder concatenates the previous layer network (j − 1) th and corresponding (n − j) th layer output result of encoder to generate the scene image described by the label vector.
PSceneGAN learns the corresponding relationships between semantic labels and target images and realizes the generation of semantically controlled different scene images. In terms of semantic processing, the labels are converted to vectors and are processed with channels of input image. The input image and the labels are connected together as the inputs of generator. The size of image in our dataset is 256 × 256, then the generated image is clear enough and the scale of data size is acceptable. Since each layer has convolutional operations and down-sampling in the encoder, the side length of input image becomes 1/2 of the previous layer. Conversely, each layer has deconvolutional operations and up-sampling in the decoder, the length of the image is twice as long as the previous layer, so the generator has VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The details of the generator and discriminator of PSceneGAN. It contains the convolution or deconvolution operations they perform, activation functions and batch normalization.
16 layers, 8 layers for encoder and 8 layers for decoder, and skip connections are added in the middle to make the output image clearer.
C. DISCRIMINATOR
As shown in Fig 2, the structure of our discriminator contains 5 layers network and is a down-sampling process. The first four layers apply batch normalization and LeakyReLU activation after every convolution, expect that the first layer does not have batch normalization. The last layer applies convolution and sigmoid activation and outputs the probability that the input sample is from real distribution.
The inputs of D which include the splicing of the generated scene image with the original input image and the splicing of the real scene image with the original input image are input to the discriminator respectively. The size of the input image is 256 × 256. After the convolution operation of first three layers, the length of the image is 1/8 of the input one. The last two layers apply convolution operation, and the side length of the image is reduced by one each time. The final output is a vector of 1 × 30 × 30 × 1 which is probability that the input image is real.
At the beginning of training, the discriminator can distinguish easily between generating the scene image and the real one and then feeds the result back to the generator. In next epoch, generator tends to generate more realistic scene images. As the epoches of training increases, the generated scene images become more and more realistic, until the discriminator cannot distinguish whether the input image is real sample, then the whole model reaches the Nash equilibrium.
D. LOSS FUNCTION
In our work, the target of the generator is to translate the original images to photorealistic images of scenes which described by semantic label, so the training dataset is given as a set of pairs of corresponding images (x,y,l), where x is a input image, y is a corresponding target image and l is a semantic label map. We still use the cost function of conditional GAN Eq. (1) as the adversarial loss of the model, which is a two-player minmax game: the loss function of generator is
the loss function of discriminator is
The first term of the value function shows that when input the real scene image the discriminator makes the objective function as large as possible and judges it is a real image. The latter represents that G(x, y, l) is made as small as possible when input the generated image, therefore, the value of the loss function is relatively large, the generator cheats the discriminator and mistakes that the input is a real image, meanwhile, the discriminator tries to identify it as a fake image, and the two models play a game until reach a Nash equilibrium.
In order to speed up the convergence of the generator, we add L1 regularization to the model
The overall loss function of the generator is
E. MULTI-DOMAINS SCENE GENERATION
One of the most important advantages of PSceneGAN is that it controls the model to generate different scenes by semantics. Recent works have received significant results, for example, pix2pix [30] , CycleGAN [5] , and DiscoGAN [10] translate images between two domains, which means a input can only get an domain image, if you want different domain images need to retrain a new model. For solving the problem of multi-domain scene generation, we train the dataset with labels, which contains many different types of domains. In our dataset, the posture is divided into three different types, such as: front, side and back and the same posture belongs to a domain, using labels to distinguish them. Each certain scene contains different domains, PSceneGAN uses the tags flexibly in the training phase, so that it can control all the labels at the test phase and generate different scenarios according to the semantic guidance. Our work is similar to StarGAN, but based on it, the difference is that StarGAN generates directly on the original input image and the labels are for the input images, while our labels are for the target scene images. The target scene and labels are the goals of PSceneGAN and control the process of generation to realize the correspondence between the semantic and the image.
F. SPECTRAL NORMALIZATION
In this section, we provide a theoretical explanation for the weight normalization methods commonly used by GANs. The article analyzed the problems of the original GAN in the appendix, and it pointed out that the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence used by the original GAN cannot measure accurately the distance between the real distribution p r and the generated distribution p g . Because in reality, there is almost no overlap between p r and p g . Then the value of JS divergence between p r and p g is always log2, which causes the gradient to be unstable, and the model cannot be trained continue.
To solve the problems that the JS distance is not suitable to measure the distance between p r and p g , WGAN proposed Wasserstein distance (also called Earth-Mover (EM) distance) (Eq. (1)) to replace the JS divergence.
where, (p r , p g ) is the set of all possible joint distributions that p r and p g combine, and γ is every possible distribution. Wasserstein distance has the following advantages: It can measure distance even when two distributions do not overlap; it has excellent smoothing properties; and it can solve the problem of gradient disappearance to some extent. However, using Wasserteion distance needs to satisfy strong conditional lipschitz continuity, so WGAN limits the weight to a range to enforce the continuity of lipschitz. But the forced cutting weights can easily cause the gradient to disappear or explode.
To solve the problem of disappearance or explosion of the gradients and find a suitable way to meet the lipschitz continuity, a gradient penalty method termed WGAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) is proposed by Gulrajani [31] . The Lipschitz constraint requires the gradient of the discriminator no more than K. K takes 1 to simplify the calculation. The new discriminator loss of WGAN-GP is
In the Eq. (7),
, x * is a random interpolation sample on the line of x r and x g . WGAN-GP implements the approximate 1-Lipschitz constant on discriminator with gradient penalty, and it has achieved extraordinary results in experiments. However, WGAN-GP only penalizes the x whose modulus of gradient is bigger than 1. WGAN-GP does not guarantee that the modulus of gradient of each x is less than or equal to 1. Therefore, WGAN-GP hasn't solve the problem of 1-Lipschitz limits fundamentally.
Spectral Normalization GAN (SNGAN) [32] implements 1-Lipschitz function for the discriminator, it makes the gradient of the entire network function f to be less than or equal to 1. Specifically, SNGAN proposes a spectral normalization method, which normalizes the weight matrix W to ensure that the modulus of each gradient for each position x is less than or equal to 1. First, we prove that as long as the spectral norm of each layer W1 (the weight matrix of the l-th layer) is limited to 1, the final f function will satisfies the 1-Lipschitz constant.
A linear layer function g(h) = Wh, whose Lipschitz norm is expressed as
where σ ( g (h)) is the spectral norm of matrix g (h) (L2 matrix norm), which is equal to weight matrix W. If the Lipschitz norm of the layer activation function a l Lip equals 1, there is a inequality:
where • represents a composite function. Using the above inequality (4) to get the following equation (5) . It only needs to ensure that W l is always equal to 1, then f function can satisfy the 1-Lipschitz constant by performing spectral normalization on the weight matrix W.
To stabilize the training process of PSceneGAN, we use the spectral normalization method in the generator and discriminator to constrain the Lipschitz constant and avoid model capability loss. This method was first proposed by Miyato et al. [32] , and later was applied by Self-Attention GAN (SAGAN) [1] , BigGAN [33] and other models. All of them proved that the spectral normalization method can prominently improve the quality of generated samples. The spectral normalization has the following advantages: (1) The spectral normalization is designed in the network structure rather than in the loss function, which has stronger commitments. Besides, spectral normalization also has constraint on all generated distributions. (2) Spectral normalization sets spectral norm of all weight matrix layers to 1, without adjusting relevant hyper-parameters, a lot of calculation are reduced. (3) Applying spectral normalization in the generator can avoid gradient anomalies caused by significant upgrade of parameter.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct experiments on the scenes generation and present results on generating particular scenes conditioned on multi-domain labels and target scenes. We train the PScene-GAN model on the dataset DRESS with the attribute labels, and we estimate the capacity of our model to generate multi-domain and realistic images.
A. DATASET
We make a dataset named DRESS which contains two types of images, as shown in the Fig 3, one type is the input domain which contains a variety of dresses, and the other type contains the target domain which contains different models wearing the dress with a clean background. The DRESS dataset contains 26,214 images, 13,107 dress images are associated with 13,107 fashion model images. In the target images, each image annotated with 8 binary attribute comments, including models of the front, side, back, the shoes (with/without), hands posture (up/down), it is the dress (yes/no), take the bag or not. We manually associate each dress with corresponding images of a model fitting the dress, so each pair is accurately connected with the same product. We crop the initial 480 × 640 size images to 480 × 480, then resize them as 256 × 256. We randomly select 2,607 images as test set and use all remaining 10500 images for training data and construct three domains using the following attributes: models of the front, side, back. We collect the images from the luxury website where a product image and its fashion model images are provided. Although we utilize DRESS for the pixel-level scene generation, we believe that it can contribute to a wide range of particular scenes generation researches.
B. PARTICULAR SCENES GENERATION
We train one image generation network for multi-domain particular scenes generation and compare our results with the baseline approach of pix2pix and StarGAN.
As baseline approaches, we reimplement the method of pix2pix and StarGAN. The pix2pix model is a conditional GAN framework which performs image to image translation between two domains. It consists of a generator G and a discriminator D. In our task, the goal of scene generation is to generate a scene image that is similar to the target content image y and contains the input image x. The generator G is to translate semantic label maps to realistic-looking images, while the discriminator D aims to distinguish real images from the translated ones. The framework operates in a supervised setting. In other words, the training dataset is given as a set pairs of corresponding images (s i , x i ), where s i is a semantic label map and x i is a corresponding natural photo. Conditional GANs aim to model the conditional distribution of real images given the input semantic label maps via the minimax game.
StarGAN uses an adversarial loss and a single model to learn the mapping between multiple domains. It uses CelebA dataset [34] , the input includes face image x and target domain label c which describes different scene domains. It randomly generates the target domain label c so that G converts the input image x into an output image y and the model allows a discriminator to control multiple domains. However, this work is different from our goals, it operates directly on the input images which is different from the output domains. In our work, under the control of the condition tags, a reasonable output scene image similar to the target image needs to be generated. Our model combines the advantages of the two models. The generator imitates the target image to generate similar output images, and the semantic labels guide the input images to generate the output images of multiple domains.
C. EXPERIMENT DETAILS
Before training, we rescale all images in DRESS to have 256 pixels at a longer side while keeping the aspect ratio. Pixels are normalized to a range of [−1, 1] according to the tanh activation layer of the converter. We then randomly select 18% images to define a test set. Since DRESS has dress images of 13107, each of the test set is composed of 2607 dress images and their fashion model images. The remaining 10500 images compose a training set. The filters of the two networks are randomly initialized from a zero mean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.02. The leak slope of the LeakyReLU is 0.2. All models were trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent with mini-batch of 1 size. We also follow the learning rate of 0.0002 and the momentum of 0.5 suggested by DCGAN. After 25 epochs, we lessen the learning rate to 0.00002 for 5 more epochs.
We adopt the same evaluation protocol from previous image-to-image translation works. To quantify the quality of our results, we perform semantic segmentation on the synthesized images, and compare how well the predicted segments match the input. The intuition is that if we can produce realistic images that correspond to the input label map, an off-the-shelf semantic segmentation model should be able to predict the ground truth label. The obtained segmentation accuracy is reported in Table 1 . As can be seen, for both pixel-wise accuracy and mean intersection-over-union (IoU), our method outperforms the other methods by a large margin. Moreover, our result is very close to the result on the original images, which is theoretically the ''upper bound'' of the realism we can achieve. This justifies the superiority of our algorithm. 
D. EVALUATION METRICS
It is difficult to evaluate the quality of generated images. Traditional methods such as per-pixel mean-squared error (MSE) do not assess visual result accurately. For example, by moving one pixel, the MSE changes a lot while there is almost no difference in vision, and the reasonable quality of the generated image cannot be judged from the formula alone. Researchers have been looking for indicators that can comprehensively evaluate the performance of GANs. However, no single indicator could fully evaluate GANs, which indicator to use depends on what researchers want to do with GANs.
Quantitative indicators that commonly used to estimate the GANs automatically include inception score (IS) [20] and frechet inception distance (FID) [35] . IS offers a method to evaluate the quality of generated examples. FID is calculated by considering embedded differences between real data and generated data which are embedded into a feature space proposed by Inception Net firstly, then viewing embedding layers as a continuous multivariate and estimating the mean and covariance of real data and generated data [35] . The IS has a good correlation with scores of human annotators, its disadvantages include insensitivity to the prior distribution of labels and it is not a suitable distance. The FID is considered to be the best evaluation criteria currently, because it is robust in pattern dropping and coding network selection. In addition, if GANs are used to generate high-quality examples which require human raters to evaluate the texture, details, diversity and rationality of generated examples. If GANs are used for semi-supervised learning, the accuracy of test set needs to be used as the evaluation criteria, these indicators are still an ongoing important research area.
In order to evaluate the visual quality of generated scene images holistically, we adopt different approaches. First, we apply IS and FID for quantitative evaluation, secondly, human beings distinguish the details of generated images for qualitative assessment. Automatic detection of generated samples can reflect the quality of images and liberate manpower, which is the future trend. While for graphics problems like colorization and images generation, plausibility to a human observer is often the ultimate goal. Therefore, we test our scene generation image using two approaches.
1) QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS
IS is one of commonly used metrics for quantitatively evaluating the quality of generated samples. IS uses Inception Net that trained on ImageNet as a classifier. The Inception model is used to every generated sample to obtain the conditional label distribution p(y|x), the p(y|x) of samples containing meaningful objects should have low entropy. In addition, the generated samples should be rich and varied, therefore the margin p(y|x = G(z))d z should have high entropy. IS combines two requirement into a fraction, that is, the larger the IS, the larger the KL divergence between the marginal distribution p(y) and the conditional distribution p(y|x), then generated samples are more meaningful and diverse.
IS(G)
where x represents a generated sample, and y is the corresponding label of x that predicted by the inception model. The Frechet Inception Distance (FID) is a recently proposed indicator for generative models evaluation. FID is used to measure the distance between the generated data distribution and the real data distribution. Firstly, samples are visually embedded by the feature space of the Inception model, and the mean and covariance of the generated data and the real data are estimated. Since Gaussian is the maximum entropy distribution of the given mean and covariance. Consequently, the embedded layer is regarded as a continuous multidimensional Gaussian distribution. Then the Frechet distance between the two Gaussians is used to measure the quality of the sample.
FID(x, g)
where (m x , C x ) and (m g , C g ) are the mean and covariance respectively of the actual data distribution and the generated data distribution which embedded in the Inception model. A smaller FID value means that the distance between the generation and the actual data distribution is closer.
To prove the performance of our model to generate specific scene image, we compare PSceneGAN with other benchmark style-transfer models quantitatively. Table 1 reported the inception score and frechet inception distance of the four models which contains pix2pix, CycleGAN, StarGAN and PSceneGAN in the same dataset DRESS.
As shown in the table 1, compared to the other three models, the scene image generated by our model has higher IS score and lower FID. This conclusion can also be drawn from the Fig 4, which shows the results of using different models to generate only front scenarios. It indicates that the scene sample generated by PSceneGAN is richer in diversity and closer to the real scene image. In the experimental setting, the structure of our model is similar to pix2pix, and the hyperparameters have same values, however the input is different. PSceneGAN adds semantic labels to realize multiple domains scene generation in one model. The implementation method is to add a semantic label which describes the scenario to be generated on the color channel of the model to learn the mapping relationship between the scene images and the semantics. Therefore, with the found mapping relationships, corresponding scene images are generated by semantic description in the test phase. For example, the front model scenes, side and back scenes are generated respectively from a clothes.
In order to verify that the model generated different domain scene described by semantics rather than memorizing the generation order. We scramble the order of the test samples, and the specified scene image is still generated accurately. However, using the same test samples, the scene image generated by pix2pix is confusing, because the model does not know which pose to generate. Even if the order of the training samples and the test samples are regular, that is, the target scene images are arranged in front, side, and back. While there is no semantic control generation process, the generated scenes are also confusing, and the generated scene images of different domains are almost indistinguishable, the resulting scene lacks diversity.
Compared with CycleGAN, the scene images generated by PSceneGAN are more realistic. Since CycleGAN learns the features of the input domain and the output domain separately and transforms the style between two domains mutually. CycleGAN apply the cycle loss to constrain the style of the generated scene sample to be consistent with the target scene. For lacking of the strict constraint, the internal details of the scene generated by CycleGAN cannot maintain the basic characteristics of the input scene. For example,the texture and color of the clothes that CycleGAN generated will change. While the task of generating a specific scene image needs to completely contain the input object in the output scene image. The generated object's attributes such as color, texture, and pattern in the output scene should remain unchanged, however the shape may change. In order to achieve this goal, we adopt a one-to-one training dataset to form a correspondence between the input scene image, the semantic label and the target scene. Besides, PSceneGAN learns to reconstruct the input objects to the target one and the relationship between semantics and images, then PSceneGAN realizes accurate, realistic and specific scene generation.
PSceneGAN draws lessons from the semantic addition method in StarGAN and use the spectral normalization in both generator and discriminator. First, the desired scene attributes are encoded as a vector in one-hot mode. Then, the vector is extended to the matrix of the same size of the input image and appended to the back of the color channel of the input image. In the training phase, the encoder structure in generator first extract feature from the input scene image and the label, and then the decoder structure generates the scene image that the semantic label described. As shown in Fig5, Compared with the scene generated by PSceneGAN without spectral normalization in the same data set DRESS, PSceneGAN with spectral normalization can generate more realistic scene image.
2) QUALITATIVE COMPARISONS
To more intuitively evaluate the ability of PSceneGAN to generate high quality scene image, we develop a human perception study for generated scene image. For computer vision problems such as images generation, being able to deceive human eyes is a standard for evaluating the quality of generated samples. Therefore, we conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the quality of the generated image scene. 20 users participated in researches.
Firstly, we randomly select 200 generated scene images from the test set of each model and 200 real images from the target set. In the experiment, each image appears for 1 second, after the image disappears the volunteers have 5 seconds to judge the authenticity of the scene and mark it, and then evaluate the next image. On the four models, we calculate the percentage of users judging the generated scene image and the real scene image as false images respectively.
The other method we used is to randomly select 200 input scenes from the test set firstly, then StarGAN and PScene-GAN generate the target scene images described by the labels respectively (Since pix2pix and CycleGAN have not added semantics, they do not participate in the third item). According to the three different evaluation criteria, 20 users score the samples generated by each model. Finally, the average score percentage of each model is counted.
1. Score the authenticity of the scene generated by each model, ranging from 0 to 5.
2. Score the attributes (colors, textures, details, etc.) of each generated scene, ranging from 0 to 5.
3. Compare the type of generated scene (only compare StarGAN and PSceneGAN) with the given domain label, judge whether generated scene is accurate.
We show the qualitative results generated by the four models in Table 3 . The user research results show that compared with other 3 baseline models, the scene generated by PSceneGAN has a highest proportion to be considered a real scene image than other models, indicating that the scene generated by PSceneGAN is more realistic. The reason is that PSceneGAN has learned mappings between domain labels and corresponding image features through the training of multi-domain scene generation. PSceneGAN does not perform a fixed mapping, however trains a model to flexibly generate a scene image according to the label of the target domain. Therefore our model is able to learn reliable features which are universally applicable to multiple scene domains with different scene attribute values. In addition, PSceneGAN applies one-to-one training method to ensure main attributes of input scenes remain unchanged, and then the model learns to reconstruct the output scene from the input one. Secondly, we evaluate whether the scenes generated by each model are realistic enough in three aspects. Table 3 shows results of user evaluation. As can be seen from the first item in table 3, the global realism of the scene image generated by PSceneGAN is higher than that of other three baseline models. Since PSceneGAN generates particular scene from a global perspective, accordingly, there is no following obvious deformities. For example, the ratio of clothes and model's size does not match or the the limbs of model are not in the right position. However, StarGAN only focuses on small changes within the image, which leads to the generated image is distorted overall. The main attributes (colors, textures, details) of generated scenes are scored in the second item in Table 3 . The scene details of PSceneGAN and pix2pix are better, because the one-to-one strong pairwise supervision of L1 loss converts the properties of clothes successfully. While CycleGAN and StarGAN use cycle loss whose degree of supervision is weak, then the details of the generated scene will change, such as color, texture. In the third item, the ability of semantic tags to capture categories is tested between PSceneGAN and StarGAN, and the effectiveness of domain labels control for scene generation process is verified.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a semantic control multi-domain specific scene generation model named PSceneGAN based on generative adversarial networks. PSceneGAN achieves one-to-many scene generation through domain labels and improves the quality of generated scenes by using spectral normalization in generator and discriminator. Unlike imageto-image style transfer, the proposed model generates a scene image which is different from the input image guided by semantic labels. PSceneGAN has good scalability. It is not limited by specific problems and can be extended to image generation in other scenarios. In addition, we have made a dataset that is conducive to multi-domain scene generation research. In the future, we will consider improving the accuracy of generated scenes, expanding the scene scope and using more semantics to make the scene generation more flexible.
APPENDIX

A. THE CHALLENGES OF ORIGINAL GAN
Though GANs have achieved great success, there are still some problems such as gradient disappearance, difficulty in training, and poor diversity. The reasons of these problems will be explained.
According to the loss function (3), the input of D includes two parts: the real data set distribution p r and the generated data distribution p g . The loss function can be also written as:
The core problem of GANs are to measure and minimize the distance between the two distributions p r and p g . When the generator is fixed, the training of discriminator is also a process of minimizing the cross entropy, and the loss function of D is:
Let the derivative of equation (5) be 0, then the optimal discriminator D(x) has the following shape
(16) VOLUME 7, 2019 There are two ways to express the loss function of the generator, one of which can be written as:
In the case where the discriminator is optimal, a generatorindependent item is added to equation (7) to make a new equation V (D, θ θ θ (G) ) (8) , where θ θ θ (G) is a neural network parameterized by θ.
In the following, merging Eq.(6) into Eq. (8), we obtain
where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) defined by the following equation
KL divergence is a non-symmetric measurement of similarity between two distributions. There is another similar measurement named Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS divergence), which is defined by Eq. (11) .
Then, the Eq.(9) can be rewritten as
The optimization of the original loss function is equivalent to minimizing the JS divergence JSD(p r ||p g ). The closer the two distributions are, the smaller the JSD(p r ||p g ) is. By optimizing the JS divergence, the generated samples look more and more like real ones. However, when p r and p g have no or little overlapped parts, the JSD(p r ||p g ) is a constant log2, implying that its gradient with respect to p r and p g is zero, which makes it hard to train the model. Actually, the possibility that no overlap between p r and p g is 1, when the support set of p r and p g is low-dimensional manifold in high dimension. This is the main cause of gradient vanishing and disappearance. Moreover, note that the probability of p r and p g overlap is too low to be calculated, because the input of the generator is generally a low-dimensional coding vector (such as 100). But the dimension of real sample is usually much larger than 100, so the JS divergence is a constant, resulting in 0 of the gradient of generator and thus its disappearance.
Another challenge of GANs are that it is difficult to train the network. When the discriminator is trained optimally, the feedback from D is significantly close to 0, leading to the decrease of convergence rate. When the discriminator is not well trained and then the gradient of generator is not accurate. GANs can only work properly when the discriminator is well trained, however there is no indicator to show whether the discriminator is properly trained or not.
Poor diversity of GANs generation is another problem and will be addressed in the following. Firstly, we introduce another expression of generator loss function. 
The equivalent equation (13) can be obtained by the formulas (12) and (14) E x∼p g [−logD * (x)] = KL(p g ||p r ) − 2JSD(p r ||p g )
The last two terms in Eq. (15) are not functions of the generator, and therefore, to minimize (15) The punishment is different for the above two cases. In the first case, the generated sample lacks diversity and the penalty is small. Whereas in the second case, the generated sample lacks accuracy and the punishment is very huge. Accordingly, the generator tends to generate some repetitive but safe samples rather than diverse samples to avoid penalties, because of the huge punishment for the latter. The above phenomenon is called mode collapse.
All of the above analysis shows that under (approximate) optimal discriminator of the original GAN, the first kind of generator loss Eq.(7) faces the problem of gradient disappearance and difficulties in training, and the second kind of generator loss Eq.(13) suffers from the optimization goal absurdity, gradient instability and mode collapse. The fundamental causes of these problems can be attributed to two points. Firstly, the distance measurement (such as KL divergence and JS divergence) of the equivalent optimization is unreasonable. Secondly, the generated distribution is difficult to overlap with the real distribution.
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